
A Call to All Who Want a Better World…

June 12, 2021 MARCH! 
MARCH to the 7th District Chicago Police Station - Englewood

Starting 3:00 pm  From 63rd & Halsted (near Whole Foods) 

Show the World: 

We Are Getting Organized Now For
REVOLUTION, NOTHING LESS!

The Chicago Police (CPD)—like the other police forces and the military—“serve and 
protect” THIS SYSTEM—the system of capitalism-imperialism. The system that rules 
this planet. The system that destroys lives and crushes spirits… that treats all kinds of 
people as “less than human”… that hunts down and drives down our youth in so many 
ways… and that threatens the very existence of humanity.

 This system must go! So, Let’s Get Down to Basics: We Need A Real Revolution!

On June 12, people from around the Chicago area will march on the 7th District 
Chicago Police Station in Englewood to proclaim:

WE ARE FIGHTING TO EMANCIPATE ALL HUMANITY – 

For a World Free of All Oppression and Exploitation 
No More Antagonistic Divisions Among the People 

THIS SYSTEM CANNOT BE REFORMED— 
IT MUST BE OVERTHROWN!

 March to the 7th District CPD Station in Englewood  at 1438 W 63rd  
Starting 3:00 PM From 63rd & Halsted (near Whole Foods & Halsted Green Line)
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A Declaration, A Call To Get Organized Now For A Real Revolution says:...

For the masses of people, and ultimately for humanity as a whole, there is no 
future, or no future worth living, under this system.

But there is a way to a world and a future that is worth living, and is worth 
fighting for right now: revolution—a real revolution, not playing around with 
a few changes that leave this system in place and in power, while benefitting 
only a small number. 

This revolution will “overthrow this system and replace it with a radically different and 
much better economic and political system, a socialist system, based on meeting the 
needs of the people and carrying forward the fight for a communist world where there 
will finally be an end, everywhere, to the exploitation, oppression, and destruction of 
the environment that is built into this system of capitalism-imperialism.” 

We have the leadership for this revolution in Bob Avakian, BA. 

BA is the architect of a whole new framework for the liberation of all 
oppressed people and the emancipation of all humanity: the new 
communism. We are followers of BA. And you need to become followers 
of BA too.

This revolution is possible. We are in a rare time when this really could be. But only 
if we get organized. 

Organizing people into this revolution means reaching out to all sorts of 
people—not just where there are protests and rebellions against oppression 
and injustice, but everywhere throughout society— spreading the word about 
revolution and getting people together (in real life and online) to grapple with 
why an actual revolution is necessary, what such a revolution involves, and 
what kind of society this is aiming for. This will enable people who are new 
to the revolution to themselves become organizers for this revolution and to 
recruit more and more people to do the same.
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To Everyone who wants to see an end to oppression and injustice… To Everyone who 
has a heart to fight for something really worth fighting for –

Become part of the ORGANIZED Forces for this Revolution – 
so that we can have a real chance to win a whole new world!
To read the full Declaration and Call, go to www.revcom.us To learn more and get connected:

Revolution Club, Chicago   312-804-9121    revclubchi@gmail.com   @revclub chi 




